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Abstract. In this paper we prove that the principles in the language with relation composition and
dynamic implication, valid for all binary relations, are the same ones as the principles valid when we
restrict ourselves to DPL-relations, i.e. relations generated from conditions (tests) and resettings.
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1. Introduction

In studying a complex language it is often useful to abstract away from some
carefully selected details and to try to characterize its valid “schemes.” A scheme
can be considered as a formula of a simpler language. The scheme is valid if all
substitutions of formulas of the original language for the “schematic variables” of
the simpler language are valid. In this paper we will study the complex language
of Dynamic Predicate Logic, DPL, a variant of Predicate Logic invented by Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof (1991). Our simple language will be a relational analogue
of the language of Propositional Logic: the language of Dynamic Relation Logic,
DRL. We will show that the principles valid for all DPL-substitutions are precisely
the principles valid for the intended interpretation of DRL. One variant of our result
provides a positive answer to a conjecture of van Benthem and Ceparello (1994:
conjecture 9).

We briefly describe DRL. Consider a domain, i.e. a non-empty set of objects
D. Consider some set R of binary relations over D. There are two operations on
relations, we want to focus on. The first is ordinary relation composition and the
second is dynamic implication (to be defined below). We close our relations under
these operations. The relations so obtained, together with the operations form a
structure. Here we count the relations of our original set R as “constants.” We
call such structures DR-models. The first question to ask is: which sequents and
identities are valid for DR-models? This question was solved by Hollenberg for
identities. See his paper (Hollenberg, 1997), which axiomatizes the identities valid
in general DR-structures.
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Now, suppose our domains have a more specific character: suppose they are sets
of assignments, i.e. D = EVar, where E is some non-empty domain and Var is
some set of variables. Moreover, let us restrict our set of basic relations to relations
that are generated by composition from finitely restricted tests (or: finitely restricted
conditions) and random resettings of single variables. Here a test or condition is a
subrelationC of the identity relation – in other words: a relation without “dynamic
powers.” A test is finitely restricted if there is a finite set of variables W such that:

fCf and f�W = g�W ) gCg:

We often confuse C with the set fg2DVar j gCgg. Thus, the conditions represent
classical sets of assignments in the dynamic setting. Resettings of variables are
relations of the form [9x], where

f [9x]g :, f and g coincide on all variables except, possibly, on x:

The relations thus generated by tests and resettings are DPL-relations, i.e. relations
typically definable in the language of DPL, a variant of predicate logic invented
by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991). Our question is: which DR-sequents and
identities are valid for the restricted set of relations?

In this paper we will make this question precise and prove that the same sequents
and identitites are valid both for DR-structures in general and for DPL-models.

Here is a sketch of the argument. One first shows that if two structures are
bisimilar, then they satisfy the same sequents. This is immediate by the well known
fact that composition and dynamic implication are safe for bisimulation. Then one
shows that for every structure N, there is a structure O which is bisimilar to N
and in which every relation can be generated from conditions and resettings. The
domain of O is the cartesian product of the domain of N with itself. A relation R
of N is mapped to a relation bR of O, where:

ha; bi bRhc; di :, aRc and c = d:

These relations bR can be specified in the DPL-language by:

9y:R(x; y):9x:(x = y):

This formula means: reset y arbitrarily and then test whether it gives an appropriate
output for R. If so, reset x to the value of y. The presence of this formula shows
that DPL has the resources to transform a static representation of a relation to a
dynamic one. To do this we need the auxiliary variable y. We will see that this is
unavoidable. It is typical for DPL that it does not have truly local variables, i.e.
variables that can be used for temporary storage and then can be restored to their
original content – unless we use some other variable to store this content, but then
this variable ....

The work in the present paper illustrates the usefulness of notions like bisimula-
tion and safety in thinking about relational languages. Moreover, the paper shows
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one way to think about the use of auxiliary variables in DPL: they are things to be
divided out modulo bisimulation.

2. Dynamic Relation Logic and Dynamic Relation Algebra

We first introduce the necessary relational notions.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be any non-empty set.

1. Rel(X) is the set of binary relations on X , i.e. Rel(X) := }(X �X)

2. Let R;S 2 Rel(X). The composition R � S of R and S is defined by:

x(R � S)y :, 9z xRzSy

3. Let R;S 2 Rel(X). The dynamic implication (R!S) between R and S is
defined by:

x(R!S)y :, x = y and 8z(xRz ) 9u zSu):

Our use of ! here overloads the symbol, since we also use it for implication
in the object language.

4. idX is the identity relation. A relation R is a condition if R � idX .
2

The notion of dynamic implication was first introduced by Kamp in his pioneering
paper (1981).

DEFINITION 2.2. We define the language of Dynamic Relation Logic/Algebra,
DRL/A, as follows.

1. A DR-languageK is a structure hRelsi, where Rels is a, possibly empty, set of
atomic relation symbols.

2. The set of K-formulas, ForK, is the smallest set such that:
� R is in ForK, for R 2 Rels

� ?, � are in ForK

� If �;  2 ForK, then so are �: and (�!  ).?

We use :(�) as abbreviation of (�! ?).
3. A DR-model N for a DR-language K is a structure hD; Ii, where D is a

non-empty set, the domain of N; I is a function which assigns to each atomic
relation symbol R of RelsK a binary relation on D.

? I feel that it is more faithful to the semantics to leave out the brackets in the formation rule
for the dot officially, but nothing important hangs on this choice in this paper. We get an ambiguous
syntax, but still unique meanings, since the operation of composition is associative.
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4. Let a DR-model N for a DR-languageK be given. We define an interpretation
function [:]N : ForK ! Rel(D) as follows?: [R] := I(R), [?] := ;, [�] := idD,
[�: ] := [�] � [ ], [(�!  )] := ([�]![ ]).

5. We define validity in DR by:

� j=N  :, 8f; g(f [�]Ng ) 9h g[ ]Nh):

Let � j=  iff � j=N  for all models N for the appropriate language.
6. We write � =N  for: [�]N = [ ]N, and � =  for: for all N: � =N  .

2

We will speak of Dynamic Relation Logic, DRL, when we are thinking about the
validity of sequents and about Dynamic Relation Algebra, DRA, when we are
thinking about the validity of identities. We discuss the relationship between j=
and = in the appendix. The valid identities of DRA are axiomatized by Hollen-
berg (1997). The valid sequents of the !-fragment of DRL are axiomatized by
Blackburn and Venema (1995).

3. Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dynamic Predicate Algebra

In this section we introduce the language and model theory of DPL/A

DEFINITION 3.1.

1. A DPL-language L is a structure hPred;Ar;Vari, where Pred is a set of
predicate symbols; Ar is a function from Pred to the natural numbers (including
0); Var is a, possibly empty, set of variables. We assume that = is in Pred and
that Ar(=) = 2.??

2. Tests is the set of P (v1; � � � ; vn), for P 2 Pred with Ar(P ) = n and
v1; : : : ; vn 2 Var.

3. Resets is the set of 9v, for v 2 Var

4. The formulas ForL of L are the formulas of the DR-language K = K(L), that
we get by taking RelsK := TestsL [ResetsL. We will call K the associated
DR-language. We use 8v(�) as abbreviations of (9v ! �). If v and w are
distinct variables, we write [v := w] for: 9v:v = w. An alternative notation for
9v, is [v :=?] (random reset).

5. A DPL-model M for a DPL-language L is a structure hD; Ii, where D is a
non-empty set, the domain ofM; I is a function which assigns to each predicate
symbolP ofPredL anAr(P )-ary relation onD. We stipulate that I(=) := idD.

6. Let a DPL-model M be given. AssM, the set of assignments for M, is DVar.
The interpretation function associated toM is the interpretation function of the
DR-model N = N(M) = hAssiM; J, where

? We suppress the subscripts if no confusion is possible.
?? I plead guilty of cheating here. “=” should evidently be a logical constant. We can, however,

economise on clauses by putting it in Pred.
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f J(P (v1; � � � ; vn)) g :, f = g and hf(v1); � � � ; f(vn)i 2 I(P )

and

f J(9v) g :, 8w2Varnfvg f(w) = g(w):

We will call N the associated DR-model. We write [:]M for [:]N.
7. The notion of satisfaction for a DPL-model M is the one of its associated

DR-model N. We write j=M for j=N. � j=  if � j=M  for all DPL-models
M for the appropriate language. Identity of meanings is treated similarly.

8. A binary relation R is definable in a DPL-model M for a language L if there
is an L-formula �, which definesR, i.e. R = [�]M.

2

We could extend the DPL-language with function symbols by copying the way
this is done in ordinary predicate logic. However, for the kind of result we are after
such an extension is immaterial, since the usual trick to eliminate function symbols
works also in DPL – with a small twist. E.g. P (f(g(x))) will be translated to:
::(9u:G(x; u):9v:F (u; v):P (v)).

Example 3.2 (with Kees Vermeulen). We show that in no DPL-model with at
least two elements inD can we define the relation 6= onDVar�DVar as a resetting
relation. Suppose we could. Say, � is the defining formula. Since 6= is not a condi-
tion � must contain at least one 9v (not confined in an implication). Let 9x be the
first such. So, � has the form C:9x:�, where C stands for a condition. Since every
f can be successfully continued via 6=, no f is weeded out in advance. Hence, C
must be equivalent to �. So we may write � as 9x:�. Consider any f and g with
f 6= g and f [9x]g. (Since our domain has at least two elements such f and g exist.)
We have f [9x:�]g. But, then, we also have g[9x:�]g, contradicting the assumption
that our formula defines 6=. (For a more extensive discussion of the question which
relations are DPL-definable see Visser, 1995.) 2

A typical feature of DPL is that the predicate symbols do not take all possible
DPL-meanings as possible values. As a consequence, we do not generally have:
� j=  ) �[P := �] j=  [P := �], where P is a predicate symbol and where no
free variables in � are bound in �;  . The simplest example is as follows. We do
have P j= P , but not Qx:9x::Qx j= Qx:9x::Qx.

We now introduce the schematic way of looking at DPL/A.

DEFINITION 3.3.

1. Consider a DR-model N = hD; Ii. N is DPL-definable, if there is a DPL-
model M, such that D is (isomorphic to) AssM and each I(R) is definable in
M.
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2. � j=dpl  iff � j=N  for all DPL-definable models N, appropriate for the
given language.

3. � =dpl  iff � =N  for all DPL-definable models N, appropriate for the
given language.

2

A DPL-definable DR-modelN is just a DR-model in which the atomic relations can
be generated from conditions and resettings. Note that it follows that all relations
of N can be generated from conditions and resettings.

Finally, we have reached the stage, where we can officially state our problem:

Do we have j=dpl= j= for DR? Do we have: =dpl== for DR?

We end this section by describing an equivalent way of introducing j=dpl . Let
a DR-language K be given. A translation (:)� from K to a DPL-language L is
a function from the formulas of K to the formulas of L, such that (:)� com-
mutes with ?, �, : and !. We have for formulas �;  in K: � j=dpl  ,
for all (:)� (with domain K) �� j=  �.

4. Transition Systems

To solve our problem we will need some facts about transition systems and bisim-
ulations. These are presented in the present section.

DEFINITION 4.1.

1. A transition system G is a structure hS;A;�!i. Here, S is a non-empty set,
the set of states.A is a (possibly empty) set, the set of labels.�! is a function
from A to the binary relations on S. We write s a

�! t for: hs; ti 2 �! (a).
Note that our transition systems are “unrooted.”

2. Consider two transition systems G and H. Suppose AG = AH. A bisimulation
B between G and H is a relation between SG and SH, such that whenever sBs0

and s a
�!G t, there is a t0 with tBt0 and s0 a

�!H t
0 (the zig property) and such

that whenever sBs0 and s0 a
�!H t

0, there is a t with tBt0 and s a
�!G t (the zag

property). B is total if dom(B) = SG. B is surjective if range(B) = SH. B is
full if B is total and surjective.

3. Let G and H have the same set of labels. Define:
� B : G � H :, B is a total bisimulation between G and H
� G � H, for some B B : G � H
� G � H, G � H and H � G

2

It is easy to check that – for transition systems on a fixed set of labels – � is a
partial pre-ordering. Bisimulations are closed under union and converse.

So when G � H, then there is a full bisimulation between G and H.
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Fix a DR-language K. Consider a DR model N. We associate two transition
systems G := T0(N) and H := T1(N) to N by taking:
� SG := SH := DN
� AG := RelsK, AH := ForK

� �!G:= IN, �!H:= [:]N
We state some simple facts.

THEOREM 4.2. Consider twoK-modelsNandO. SupposeT0(N) � T0(O). Then,
T1(N) � T1(O).

Proof. The verification is immediate. The basic insight is that “adding the identi-
ty transition,” “adding the empty transition,” composition and dynamic implication
are safe for bisimulations. (The fact that, e.g., � is safe, means that if B is a bisim-
ulation for the transitions � and �, then it also a bisimulation for � � �.) Safety is
studied and characterized in (van Benthem, 1993) and (Hollenberg, 1995). 2

We write N � O for: T0(N) � T0(O).

THEOREM 4.3. Consider two K-models N and O. Suppose N � O. Then, j=O�
j=N.

Proof. Let B witness N � O. Note that we have: B : T1(N) � T1(O). Suppose
� j=O  and d[�]Ne. Since B is a total bisimulation, we can find d0,e0 with: dBd0,
eBe0 and d0[�]Oe0. Since � j=O  , there is an f 0 with e0[ ]Of 0. We have eBe0 and
e0[ ]Of

0, so, by the zag property, there is an f with fBf 0 and e[ ]Nf . 2

5. The Problem Solved

We show that j=dpl= j= and that =dpl==, i.o.w., DRA is precisely the algebra
of DPL-definable relations. We show that for every K-model N there is a DPL-
definable modelO such thatN � O. By Theorem 4.3 it is immediate that j=dpl= j=.
The result on identity will follow by inspecting the bisimulation betweenN andO.

Consider a DR-model N forK. We write RN for IN(R), etc. We constructO as
follows:

� DO := DN �DN. We conveniently “identify” DO with Dfx;yg
N , where x and

y are distinct variables.
� RO :=dRN, where ha; bidRNhc; di :, aRNc and c = d.

Let aBhb; ci :, a = b. Clearly B is a full bisimulation witnessingN � O. Finally,
we show thatO is DPL-definable. Consider the DPL-language L and the L-model
M given by:

� PredL := RelsK

� ArL(R) := 2 for all R 2 PredL
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� VarL = fx; yg

� DM := DN

� IM(R) := IN(R).

Note the crucial subtlety thatR stands for a set of pairs inM, but for a resetting rela-
tion inN. We can now define the resetting relationRO inM, by:9y:R(x; y):9x:x =

y, or, using an abbreviation: 9y:R(x; y):[x := y]. We leave the easy check that this
formula does deliver the promised goods to the reader.?

Note that B is an inverse p-morphism, i.o.w. its converse is functional. Thus, if
� =O  , then also � =N  . Thus, whenever � and  define different relations in
N, they will also define different relations in O. Thus it follows that: � =dpl  )
� =  . The converse is trivial.

Our formula 9y:R(x; y):9x:x = y effects a static-dynamic conversion. It does
this by employing an auxiliary variable y. Note that the original contents stored
under y are irrevocably lost. We proceed to illustrate, that the use of an auxiliary
variable cannot be avoided. We have considered the DPL-definable relations. This
class can be refined in a natural way by counting the number of variables in the
DPL-language we are considering. Thus we can talk about the DPL-1-definable
relations (1dpl), the DPL-@0-definable relations (@0dpl), etc. Clearly, we have
shown that: j=2dpl = j=. The result is preserved if we look at numbers bigger than
2, since for any n � 2: j= � j=ndpl � j=2dpl � j=. We do not have j=1dpl = j=, as
is shown by the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. We have ::(�:�) j=1dpl �:�:�, but not ::(�:�) j= �:�:�.
Proof. To prove the first half of the result, we work in a language with one

variable x and in a model for this language. Suppose  stands for a condition. By
a remark of Kees Vermeulen, we have: [9x: :9x] = [::(9x: ):9x]. It follows
that � can – salva significatione – be rewritten as C:9x:C 0, where C and C 0 stand
for conditions. Now it is easy to see that both �:� and �:�:� are equivalent to
�:::(9x:C 0:C). From this insight, the first half of our result is immediate. The

second half is proved by considering the countermodel: �
�
�! �

�
�! �. 2

Our result illustrates that modulo bisimulation is a good way of thinking about
auxiliary variables in DPL.

6. Extensions of the Language

In this section we will consider several ways of extending the DR/DPL language,
preserving our result.

? An alternative route would have been to take: ha; bicRNhc; di :, aRNc and define this relation
by: 9y:R(x; y):9x:x = y:9y.
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6.1. SAFE EXTENSIONS

Our result still works for any extension of DR with bisimulation safe operations.
Thus we could extend our language with _, interpreted as [ (union of relations,
indeterministic choice). The operations that are safe for bisimulations were char-
acterized by van Benthem (1993). We have a bit more here, since full bisimulation
is the relevant notion. For example, “adding the universal relation” is safe for full
bismimulation, but not for (partial) bisimulation.? So we could add >, where >
stands for the universal relation, to the DR-language, preserving our result.

6.2. EXTENSION WITH VARIABLES FOR TESTS

We can enrich the DR-language with variables P;Q; : : : for tests. The model
O of the previous section has to be extended as follows: PO := cPN, where
ha; bicPNhc; di :, a 2 PN and a = c and b = d. The DPL-language L we have
been considering and the L-modelM are given by:

� PredL := RelsK [TestsK

� ArL(R) := 2, for R 2 Rels, ArL(P ) := 1, for P 2 Tests

� VarL = fx; yg

� DM := DN
� IM(R) := IN(R), IM(P ) := IN(P ).

We can now define the testPO inM, by:P (x). Note that inN the variablesR andP
might have been assigned the same relation, but that still not generally RO = PO.

6.3. ADDING CONJUNCTION

We can add ^ to the DR/DPL-languages, interpreting it as \ . Since intersection is
not safe for bisimulation, our earlier result does not extend automatically. However,
the language with ^ is more expressive and, in it, we can implement a way of setting
back the auxiliary variable employed in our argument to its original value.

Consider a DR-model N for K(^). We construct a new O as follows:

� DO := DN � DN. We identify DO with Dfx;yg
N , where x and y are distinct

variables.
� RO :=dRN, where ha; bidRNhc; di :, aRNc and b = d.

Note thatO is just a disjoint union of isomorphic copies ofN. By an easy induction
one shows that ha; bi[�]Nhc; di :, a[�]Nc and b = d. We show that O is DPL-
definable. We introduce the DPL-language L as before – but for the presence of ^.

? Hollenberg has proved that the operations safe for full bisimulation are obtained by adding the
universal relation to the basic repertoire in van Benthems result (see Hollenberg, 1995).
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We define the resetting relation RO in M, by: (9y:R(x; y):9x:x=y:9y ^ 9x).? In
the last atom, 9y, of the first conjunct we reset y arbitrarily. The second conjunct
9x constrains this arbitrary reset of y to be a reset to y’s original value.

From our previous observations we find immediately: j=dpl= j= and =dpl==

for the enriched language.
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Appendix

A. The Interdefinability of = and j=

Let us first have a look at the the interdefinability of = and j= in DR. Clearly, we
can define j= in terms of = even in a fixed modelM by putting: � j=M  :, � =M

(� !  ). For a single model no converse of this reduction is possible, since j= is
preserved by bisimulation, but = is not. However if we quantify over all models a
kind of converse is possible. As far as I can trace it, the result is folklore. Let us
write � vM  for: [�]M � [ ]M and � v  for: for all M: � vM  . Evidently, if
we can define v, we can define =.

THEOREM A.1. Consider DR-formulas � and  . Suppose the relational atom R

does not occur in �;  . We have: � v  , ::(�:R) j= ( :R).
Proof. “)” Easy. “(” Suppose ::(�:R) j= ( :R). Consider any model M

for the language of �;  . We want to show: � vM  . Suppose a[�]Mb. ExtendM
toN, by interpretingR by: d[R]Ne :, d = e = b. Clearly: a[::(�:R)]Na. Hence,
by our assumption, for some c, a[ :R]Nc. Clearly, c must be b, so a[ :R]Nb. It
follows that a[ ]Nb and, so, a[ ]Mb. 2

Note that in the language with variables for conditions we could have used a
condition variable instead of R. We turn to DPL/A. We show that in the DPL
language we can define = from j= even in a single model.

THEOREM A.2. Consider DPL-formulas � and . Let V=fv1; : : : ; vng be the set
of variables occurring in �;  . We assume that Var is large enough, so that we can
find a set of variables W = fw1; : : : ; wng disjoint from V . We have:

� v  , ::(�:v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn) j= ( :v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn):

? Since we omit brackets for the “.”, we cannot do so for other binary connectives. Thus, “.” always
binds stronger than other binary connectives. Consequently, “^” will be the main connective of our
formula.
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Proof. “)” Not too difficult. “(” Suppose

::(�:v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn) j= ( :v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn):

Consider any DPL-model M. Suppose f [�]Mg. We write fw1;:::;wn
d1;:::;dn

for: the result
of resetting f on w1 to d1, on w2 to d2, etc. Since the wi do not occur in �, we find:

f 0 := f
w1;:::;wn
g(v1);:::;g(vn)[�]Mg

w1;:::;wn
g(v1);:::;g(vn) =: g0:

Hence, f 0[�:v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn]Mg
0, and, so,

f 0[::(�:v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn)]Mf
0:

By our assumption, there is an h0 such that

f 0[ :v1 = w1 � � � vn = wn]Mh
0:

Since thewi do not occur in , we find, for i = 1; : : : ; n,h(vi) = h(wi) = f 0(wi) =

g(vi). Moreover, f 0[ ]Mh0. Again, by the fact that the wi are not in  and the fact
that only the vi occur in  , we find: f = f

0w1;:::;wn
f(v1);:::;f(vn)[ ]h

0w1;:::;wn
f(v1);:::;f(vn) = g. 2

If we remove identity from the language of DPL the above result does not go
through, as is shown by the following example.

Example A.3 (with Marco Hollenberg). Consider a DPL-language without iden-
tity and with at least one unary predicate symbolP . LetD be a domain with at least
two elements and let E be a non-trivial equivalence relation onD. Suppose c and c0

are distinct, but equivalent elements in D. We interpret all predicate symbols of the
language in such a way that they make E into a congruence relation. We take I(P )

to be the equivalence class of c. This gives us a model M. Let ME be the model
obtained by dividing out E . Consider the relation 2� between assignments on M
and assignments on ME , given by: f 2� f 0 :, for all v2Var f(v) 2 f 0(v). It is
easily verified that 2� is a bisimulation w.r.t. the atomic conditions and the 9x’s.
By safety, 2� will be a bisimulation w.r.t. all transitions definable in the language.
Thus, the valid sequents of M and ME will be the same. However, in M we have:
P (x):9x:P (x) 6= P (x), since c[P (x):9x:P (x)]c0 , but not c[P (x)]c0 . Moreover, in
ME we have: P (x):9x:P (x) = P (x). 2
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